I. INTRODUCTION
The magneto-optical (MO) disk is widely used in mass data storage systems because of its high memory density. Data are written by thermomagnetic writing and form domains on the MO disk. The shape of the written domain and its formation process for a moving disk depends on various factors such as rotation speed of the disk, thin-film structure, and magnetic properties, writing power, and pulse width of the laser,rb6 etc.
Niihara et aL7 assumed that the shape of the written domain is the same as the isothermal line. Since the wall location is determined by the balance of the coercivity force and the acting force, the temperature on the wall location can be calculated and the isothermal line of the wall temperature is the shape of the domain. Perlov, Della Torre, and Birecki' proposed a "cell model" to simulate the shape of the written domain. In this model, the plane of the disk was divided into discrete cells. The difference in the magnetic energy of each cell was calculated with the magnetization in the upward direction and with the magnetization in the downward direction. When the magnetic energy difference of the cell overcomes the cell coercivity energy, the-magnetization of the cell reverses. The domain wall exists between the two cells having reversed magnetization. Savage, Watson, and Meystrea determined an arc with three adjacent wall points. From the arc, the central point and radius can be obtained by numerical calculation. The movement for these three wall points can be determined by applying a bubble model on the arc.
For a static disk, the radius of the spherical symmetric written domain can be determined by directly applying the one-dimensional bubble model.10-13 The wall moves when the acting force, which is perpendicular to the isothermal line in the static case, is greater than the coercivity force, and is pinned at a point where the two forces come to balance. We call the temperature at this point the critical temperature Tw . In this article, we assume that, for a moving disk, the force acting on the wall is also perpendicular to the isothermal line of Tw . Although the critical temperature Tw depends on factors such as the strength of the applied magnetic field, for Curie temperature writing technology with several hundred Oe of applied magnetic field T, for practical MO material is around the Curie temperature T, .
Our method for simulating the domain formation is summarized as follows: The two-dimensional isothermal lines on the MO disk surface can be obtained by solving the heat transfer equation. Along the T, isothermal contour we can take several slicing lines, perpendicular to the T, isotherm. The temperature distribution along each slicing line is then obtained. The acting force and coercivity force along the line are calculated by applying the one-dimensional bubble model. The wall can move along the slicing line as the acting force overcomes the coercivity force. The wall position on each slicing line is determined when the wall is pinned due to the balance of the two forces. Connecting the wall position on each slicing line, the shape of the two-dimensional domain can be obtained. Applying the same procedure for each time step, the complete domain formation process can be obtained. Detailed descriptions of this method and a discussion of its validity and error and results of the simulation are presented in the following sections.
II. THEORY
The laser-induced temperature distribution on a static disk can be obtained by solving the heat transfer equation,14
where r is the radial direction in cylindrical coordinate, z is the direction normal to the disk plane, C, and K, are the specific heat and the heat conductivity of the nth layer, respectively, 0 is the temperature rise, and g is the power delivered from laser. To solve Eq. (l), the finite-difference method can be used. Once the temperature distribution is known, the characteristics of the magnetic material, such as magnetization and wall energy, can be obtained from meanfield the0ry.r' The radius of the written domain on a static disk can be determined by the bubble model.10-13 For a moving disk, the temperature distribution can be obtained by Mansuripur and Connell's approximation method.16 In this method, the continuous movement of the disk was considered to be sequentially discrete jumps. Between jumps, the temperature distribution on the disk plane could be calculated by assuming the disk is in the static state. Summing the temperature distribution obtained from the static technique, the approximate result of the temperature distribution for a moving disk can be obtained. Based on those existing simulation techniques, our method to determine the domain shape on a moving disk is presented in the following: The wall can move when the acting force overcomes coercivity force, and is pinned at the point where the two forces are balanced. The pinned point is the wall location and the temperature of this point is called the critical temperature Tw, which varies with the applied field. For the Curie temperature writing technique, the applied magnetic field is several hundred Oe and Tw is around T, . In this article we assume that the force acting on the wall is perpendicular to T, isotherm. In Fig. 1 we define the static laser-beam center as the origin of the coordinate, the line passing the origin and parallel to the moving direction of the disk is the x axis, and the line passing the origin point and perpendicular to the moving direction of the disk is the y axis. The region, toward the +x direction, having a cooling temperature is called the cooling region, and the region, toward the --x direction, having a heating temperature is called the heating region. At each time step along the T, isothermal contour we can take several slicing lines which are locally perpendicular to the T, isothermal line such as St ,Sa,...,S,, in Fig. 1 , where one end of each slicing line is located on the x axis. The temperature distribution on each slicing line can be obtained from the previously mentioned calculation. From mean-field theory, the magnetization M, and the wall energy density cr,,, on each slicing line can be obtained.
The bubble model on each slicing line becomes When t=tncl, in the case of(b), the wall keeps still because F,<F, at the wall location; in the case of (c), the wall can have a movement along the slicing line and finally stops at point where F,=F, .
were FT and F, are the acting force and the coercivity force, H, is the applied magnetic field, H, is the demagnetization field, H, is the coercivity field, and s is the wall position on the slicing line. At the nth time step t = t, , if the wall is at the position where F,=F, as is shown in Fig. 2(a) , then, at t=tn+1, if the force distribution is as shown in Fig. 2(b) , the wall will keep still because F,< F, . If the force distribution is as shown in Fig. 2(c) , the wall will move because F,>F, and finally be pinned at the location where FT= F, . Following this procedure, l7 we can determine the wall location on each slicing line at each time step. Connecting the wall location on each slicing line, we can obtain the twodimensional domain shape at each time step. Calculating for every time step in the same way, we can obtain the domain formation process. Figure 3 is the disk structure we adopted in this article. The recording medium is Tb=Fe,,. The heat conductivity and specific heat for each layer are described in Ref. 14. The grid size taken for the temperature calculation was 100X100 A', the area of the calculation was 6X4 pm', and the time step unit was 1 ns. Ln the calculation of acting force and coercivity force on each slicing line, the distance between two discrete points was 100 A. All the other parameters used for numerical simulation are listed in Table I .
Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the numerical calculation the disk plane is divided into grids of discrete points, and the coordinates of these points are used for calculation. The smaller the distance between two discrete points is, the better the numerical result will approach that of the theoretical model; however, the smallest distance between two points is restricted by the available computational speed and the capacity of the available computer memory. We used a SUN 4/330M workstation, and the program language was FORTRAN. For the numerical trial which used the values in Table I , the CPU time for computing the temperature distributions of 60 time stegs in the area of 6X4 ,um' was about 2 h for the 100X100 A2 grid size, and about 24 h for the 50X50 A2 grid size, and the difference in temperature distribution between the two cases was less than 1%. When the smaller grid size, 25X25 p was taken, the occupied memory in the calculation process overflowed. Thus, we used the grid size of 100X100 A2 for temperature distribution calculation. The accuracy of the calculation along the slicing line for the quantities in the bubble model was another concern. We took 100 and 50 %, as the distance between two discrete calculating points on the slicing line. We found that for each time step, the CPU time consumed for calculating the force distribution along the slicing line 2 pm long was 16 min for 100 rf and 64 min for 50 A distance, respectively, for each line. The resulting wall position for point distances of 100 and 50 A was also calculated, respectively. For the static disk under the exposure of 7 mW laser, the relative wall position difference between 100 and 50 A point distances was 1.4% for a pulse width of 40 ns, .and 2.0% for a pulse width of 50 ns. This result led us to use 100 A for the point distance in our simulation process for the sake of saving computational time.
For Tb,Fe,, magneto-optical thin film, the domain shape on a moving disk was calculated by using our method under the conditions listed in Table I . For this tllm, before t=llO ns, the wall was not pinned on any slicing line. At = 110 ns, the wall began to be pinned on the slicing line, which is on the n axis. Figure 4(a) shows the wall as the dot point in the cooling region for t=llO ns. As time increased, from Fig. 4(b) to Fig. 4(f) , the walls on other slicing lines were sequentially phmed and the range of the pinned wall expanded toward the heating region. Figures 4(b)-4(f) show the domain shape at 117, 128, 159, 171, and 193 ns, respectively, where the dots represent the resulting wall positions on the slicing lines and the solid line connecting the dots represents the wall location. After the laser was turned off at t=200 ns, the wall in the heating region continued to be pinned, as shown in Figs. 4(gj-4(i) . A closed domain was completely formed at t=214 ns, as shown in Fig. 4(j) . In the formation process, the domain shape was an open arc, the opening area is in the temperature range above T, , and there is no clearly defined domain wall in the opening area. The wall in the cooling region is pinned before that in the heating region, and the wall was sequentially pinned in time sequence as it expanded. Until the laser was turned off the heating region cooled down, then the domain shape became a closed form.
During laser exposure a greater temperature gradient in the heating region makes the second term, -&r/as, in Eq. (2) large, so the net force Fr(~j becomes a contracting force and the wall cannot form. On the other hand, the small temperature gradient in the cooling region makes --au/& in Eq. (2) smaller, and the net force becomes an expanding force in the vicinity of T, . Once the expanding force overcomes the coercivity force, the wall can be formed and pinned in this region. After the laser is turned off the heating region has a cooling temperature and a smaller temperature gradient, the net force in the vicinity of T, becomes an expanding force, and, similarly, the wall can be formed and pinned once the expanding force is larger than the coercivity force.
Our method assumed that the force acting on the wall is perpendicular to the T, isotherm, and the slicing lines locally perpendicular to the T, isotherm were taken; then the wall location on the slicing lines was determined by applying the one-dimensional bubble model. If the slicing lines were not taken perpendicular to T, isotherm, there would be errors both in the wall location determination and in the time sequence of the wall formation. The following two examples, one for a static disk and another for a moving disk, illustrate this fact: For the static disk under the exposure of 8 mW laser with 40 ns pulse width, the resulting wall radius can be obtained by the bubble model. As shown, in Fig. 5 , the dash circular line is the T, isotherm, and the solid circle line is the wall location obtained by applying the one-dimensional bubble model on each slicing line in the radial direction, i.e., perpendicular to the isotherm, and the wall is pinned at 45 ns at radial slicing line. On the other hand, if we take three slicing lines on the disk plane which are not perpendicular to the isotherm, and let the angle between the yr slicing line and the perpendicular line of T, isotherm be or, .9, for ys, and 6, for y3, where Sr>&>&, the wall locations on those slicing lines can be obtained using our method. In Fig. 5 , the resulting wall positions are indicated by dot points. We can see that the wall position on y3 is close to the real wall position and the wall is pinned at the same time t=45 ns. The wall position on yz is apart from the real wall position, but still has the same pinned time. The wall position on yr is far apart from the real wall position and the wall is pinned at different time t=44 ns. From the above example we can see, due to the unnecessary effect of the acting force in the tangential direction of the real wall, the slicing line that is not perpendicular to the T, isotherm wilt result in the incorrect wall position and pinning time.
For the case of a moving disk, similar errors will occur when the slicing lines are not taken perpendicular to T, isotherm. Referring to the insertion plot of Fig. 4(j) . The point M is calculated on the slicing line Se, which is illustrated in the insertion plot and has an angle Oe, (-Zoo) to the perpendicular line of the T, isotherm, the point N is calculated on the slicing line Se, which is illustrated in the insertion plot and has an angle 8ea (-26") to the perpendicular line of the T, isotherm. 20" and 26", respectively, to the perpendicular line of T, isotherm. The resulting wall positions and pinning time on these two slicing lines are shown in Fig. 6 as points M and N. The pinning time of the wall on Se1 is at t=127 ns, and the wall position, point M in Fig. 6 , had shifted away from the wall cormection line which was obtained from Fig. 4 . The pinning time of the wall position on Se, was 115 ns, point N in Fig. 6 , which was not even between the pinning time of the two neighboring wall points B and C, 117 and 128 ns, respectively, and the wall position shifted further away. Apparently, the pinning time of the wall in the domain formation process became disordered, and the domain shape became irregular. Thus, the. greater the intersection angle between the slicing line and the perpendicular line of the T, isotherm, the more erroneous the wall position and disordered formation time we would obtain. For a uniform Tb,Fq, film on static disk, the domain shape is a perfect circle by using the one-dimensional bubble model, since the laser beam is a circular symmetrical Gaussian beam. Therefore, the slicing lines which were not taken perpendicular to T, isotherm, as shown in Fig. 5 , were the cause for deviation of the domain shape from a perfect circle. Also, for the case of a moving disk, as shown in Fig. 6 , the deviations of points M and N from the solid line domain contour are much greater than was usually observed on a real disk with irregular domain boundary. Therefore, these irregularities were caused by taking the slicing lines which were not perpendicular to the T, isotherm.
Iv. CONCLUSION
A method for simulating the shape and the formation process of a magnetic domain on a moving magneto-optical disk has been proposed. Under the assumption that the direction of acting force on the wall is perpendicular to the T, isotherm, several slicing lines which are perpendicular to the T, isotherm are taken. The wall positions on each slicing line can be determined by applying the one-dimensional bubble model. The shape and the forming process of the written domain can be obtained by connecting the wall position on each slicing line in every time step. For the numerical example shown in this article it is found that when the slicing lines are not taken perpendicularly to the T, isotherm, the wall position and the pinning time, both for a static disk and a moving disk, will be erroneous. Moreover, the larger the intersecting angle between the slicing line and the perpendicular line of T, isotherm is, the greater the error produced in the calculation of the wall position and the pinning time.
By applying our method to a TbBFe,, thin film, we found that for TbwFeT7 the domain wall on a moving disk is initially pinned in the cooling region and is in the form of an open arc, then the arc continues to expand toward the heating region. After the laser is turned off, then a closed domain is completely formed in a teardrop shape. The pinning time of the wall in the cooling region is ahead of that in the heating region is caused by a smaller temperature gradient in the cooling region than in the heating region.
